
    
McLAREN® PROTRAC™ FOR SKID STEER LOADERS

    

The Industry’s
Most Advanced
Over-The-Tire Tracks
For Skid Steer Loaders

Protrac is the first and only skid
steer track system to use pins and
links made of heat-treated forged
chromium-enriched steel alloy. This
material features exceptional wear-
resistance and guarantees extensive
track life and low cost maintenance.

Both Protrac Magnum and Protrac
Rubber are fully rebuildable. You will
never have to buy a whole track
system again. Just replace the worn-
out parts and you are back on the job
for a fraction of the initial cost. Our E-Z
four bolt system allows switching
between Rubber and Magnum shoes to
better fit your job requirements. Every
element of Protrac is designed to save
you time and money.

Full Flotation Maximum Traction Tire Protection Self Cleaning No Tire to Track Slipping

Less Ground Damage Fully Rebuildable Interchangeable Shoes Less Skid Steer Bouncing

Protrac is built with manganese-enriched steel alloy, the type of 
tough alloy used in bucket teeth and other demanding applications.
With its unmatched flotation, traction, and tire protection, Protrac is
easy to install and inexpensive to maintain. There are three types
available: Protrac Diamond™ bites into mud, clay, loose rock, snow
and ice like no other type of track. Protrac Magnum™, the toughest
track on the market, has more pushing and pulling power, especially
in deep mud, and sand or during demolition and land clearing.
Protrac Rubber™, the most versatile track, has great traction and
flotation, while its rubber shoes are gentle on turf and pavement to
reduce damage to roads, sidewalks, driveways, gardens, and lawns.
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF SKID STEER TRACKS
With McLaren’s new line of tracks for skid steer loaders you have the right tracks for any job. Protrac helps you
where it counts the most: cross pavement without leaving a scratch, get out of a ditch with a fully loaded
bucket, work in sand without sinking, push dirt uphill without sliding, and float over mud and snow with ease.
We offer you three different types of Protrac so that you can choose the tracks that best suit your needs.

PROTRAC Diamond™
AGGRESSIVE TRACTION FOR AGGRESSIVE JOBS

The diamond shaped crossbars prevent sliding of the
skid steer even when driving sideways on a slope or
working in wet or icy conditions. These tracks offer all
the traction you’ll ever need.

diamond 
Efficient

Protrac Diamond™

Aggressive Traction
for Your Toughest Jobs

UNIQUE TIRE CAVITY
Our tire-holding pad is designed to fit the
skid steer tire to perfection providing
maximum grip without slippage or damage 
to the tire. Protrac comes in three different 
sizes to fit 10”, 12” and 14” wide tires.

magnum
Durable

Protrac Magnum™

Go Where No Skid
Steer Has Gone Before

PROTRAC Magnum™
GO WHERE NO SKID STEER HAS GONE BEFORE

Consider this state-of-the-art track system. Protrac
Magnum will protect your tires against punctures and
provide your skid steer with the much needed
flotation to go over sand, deep mud, and demolition
debris. If you’re looking for HEAVY-DUTY tracks to get
you through the toughest jobs, these are your tracks.

MAGNUM SHOE
Protrac heat-treated Magnum shoes feature a
defined directional lug pattern. These shoes are
extremely durable and can handle the harshest
ground conditions found at demolition and land-
clearing sites. Tapered edges are designed for
easy turning.

rubber
Versatile

Protrac Rubber™

The Ultimate
Skid Steer Tracks

RUBBER SHOE
Protrac heavy-duty rubber shoes are reinforced
with steel plates. These shoes allow the skid
steer to travel freely over hard finished surfaces
such as concrete and asphalt without causing
damage. Tapered edges are designed for quick
and smooth turning.

PROTRAC Rubber™
THE ULTIMATE SKID STEER TRACKS

Durability, traction, flotation, tire protection, and yet they
are safe on asphalt and sidewalks! There is simply no
match for the convenience and versatility of Protrac
Rubber. Once you install them on your machine, you’ll
never want to take these tracks off. 
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